We examine working mechanism of a drinking straw balance. Unlike the usual horizontal level balances which rely on the pivotal rotation, a drinking straw balance shows rolling motion. Because of this rolling and relative position between the pin and the center line of a straw, a new equilibrium state is possible after placement of a test mass. Relative errors between the measured values by a drinking straw balance and an electronic scale are order of 22%. Minimum value of a measurable mass by a straw balance is order of 10 mg.
I. INTRODUCTION
A drinking straw balance is a useful demonstration kit for the introductory physics.
It is capable of measuring a tiny mass relatively precisely compared to its simplicity. There are literatures which introduce this material but as far as authors know there is no literature which treats the working mechanism behind its utility. One may think that the mechanism might be nothing but the fact that the mass ratio is an inverse of arm length ratio. Truly, many mass balances are working on this basic fact. One example is a meter stick balance which is a kind of horizontal level balance. A meter stick can rotates pivotally with its axis position fixed and horizontal level is set by adjusting the arm length of the known mass.
Then the unknown mass can be inferred from the known mass and the arm length ratio. If we use a drinking straw balance in this way of horizontal level balances, its working mechanism is exactly same with theirs. But if we use a drinking straw balance as a mass indicating system then its mechanism requires more involved calculations. The essential difference between a drinking straw balance and a horizontal level balance is this. A drinking straw balance does not show pivotal rotation but does show rolling motion of the axis.
We study the theory of this rolling motion and the equilibrium first. Then we show the experimental results.
II. THEORY
A drinking straw attached with a known mass at one end is prepared. A pin is piercing the straw at a proper point which is closer to the known mass side. This point is determined such a way that the drinking straw will sustain horizontal level when it is placed on the glass support. Now we place some tiny test mass on the other end of a straw. The straw starts to tilt and is no more horizontal. Our question is what is the mass of a test material?
Before placement of a test mass the straw was already in a horizontal equilibrium. So the test mass might break the equilibrium and a straw maybe start to tilt without bound. But actually it settles down to a new equilibrium. This is because the pin which is the axis of a balance is rolling not rotating. Due to this rolling motion straw's relative lever arm length can change to reach a new equilibrium.
The scheme of the equipment is given at Fig. 1 . The solid line represents the center line of a straw. The circle is drawn for clear demonstration of the rolling motion of a pin. The radius of the circle is a distance between the center of a pin and the center line of a straw.
This distance is not the radius of a pin. Note that the center line of a straw is beneath the center of a pin, i.e., the pin is piercing the straw above the center line of it. The reason of this will become clear shortly.
At horizontal equilibrium, the torque to the point C due to the weight of M n and the weight of left part of a straw must be same with the torque due to the weight of right part of a straw.
In this equation we assumed uniform mass density of a straw and canceled the gravitational acceleration.
When we place a test mass δm on the right end of a straw, the straw establishes a new equilibrium state with a tilted angle θ (see Fig. 2 ). Now the torques should be considered about a point C . Note this is not the point C. New balance between the torques gives another equation.
From Eqs. (1) and (2) we can derive the formula for a test mass.
Here are some points worth mentioning. Second, due to the rolling of a pin the relative length of lever arms is changed. If there is only a rotation this ratio is kept to be same and a new equilibrium state will never be established. Because of these two reasons the ratio of right lever arm length over left lever arm length becomes smaller after the straw tilts so that a new equilibrium state becomes possible. Third, from Eq. (3) we can see that if we use a smaller straw mass M st and a smaller known mass M n we can measure a tinier mass. Also with a longer straw we can measure a tinier mass.
Equation (3) is inconvenient to use because direct measurement of θ can induce large error. Instead we deduce θ from parameters which can be measured more precisely. From the geometry of Fig. 2 , we have
By using these equations we can find θ numerically from the measured values of X, Y, l L and r. Two θ values from Eqs. (4) and (5) give us additional check for consistency.
From Eqs. (3), (4) and (5) we can roughly estimate δm by using the fact l L r.
As we shall see r/l L ∼ O(10
). So we can measure δm of order 10 mg. 
III. EXPERIMENT

IV. CONCLUSION
The rolling motion of an axis is a key to the understanding of working mechanism of a drinking straw balance. Due to the rolling of an axis and the relative position between the axis and the center line of a straw, ratio of lever arm lengths can change and a new equilibrium is possible. With a do-it-yourself drinking straw balance we measured masses of test materials. The data are in agreement with that of an electronic scale within 22%. 
